[Chemotropic molecules as a mechanism for the orientation of axon growth and nerve migration during the development of the nervous system of mammals].
In 1890 Santiago Ramon y Cajal proposed one of the most widely accepted hypotheses as to how nerve connections are established during development, the well known chemotropic hypothesis . However, it was not until 90 years later that firm data was obtained regarding the mechanisms involved in such a complex process. At the present time, an avalanche of scientific publications support the premonitions of this hypothesis an give information regarding the mechanisms involved in the formation of nerve circuits. The aim of this review is to give an up to date view of the subject. After describing the chemotropic phenomena involved in the general development of the nervous system, we consider the chemotropic molecules identified to date. Special emphasis is given to the families which have been most extensively studied (semaphorines, netrines, slits). In another section we describe the role of these chemotropic molecules in the process of neural migration. Finally, we review the neurological syndromes and disorders in which some of these molecules are involved. The chemiotropic hypothesis of Cajal, according to which, during development, connections between neurons are established because of the gradients of diffusible substances present in the environment, which guide the growth cones of the axons, has recently been confirmed by many experiments. The long range activity of these secreted molecules is which have been secreted is therefore accepted as one of the main mechanisms which contribute to the formation of the complex nerve circuitry. Its importance in neuroembriological disorders starts to be recognized.